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Preface
Dear Reader,
Before you lies the travel report of the study
tour which thirty enthusiastic physicists
made to Italy in the summer of 2018. A week
full of visits to companies, universities and
research institutes, cultural trips in three
of the most beautiful cities of Italy and of
course many tasty Italian dinners. This
book contains memories in the form of a
day by day report and most importantly
many many pictures.

You probably have your own favourite
memory of this trip. It might be the Formula
1 tires at Pirelli, the touristic photoshoot at
the Pisa tower, the brand new visitor centre
at ESA, the weirdest walking tour through
Rome ever or a delicious gelato on a hot
afternoon. We hope that going through this
book will bring back all these memories.

With this book in hand, we can proudly
look back at an amazing trip with the best
Personally my favourite memory of the group of participants there ever was on a
study tour is the visit to Virgo. For us as the study tour. Enjoy all the photos!
committee, this was the one institute we
really wanted to visit from the first moment Ciao!
we decided to go to Italy. To finally be at
Virgo, on a grand plane surrounded by Marianne Teng
mountains, having a very interesting tour, President of the Study Tour 2018,
was amazing. The front cover of this book Building Blocks of Physics
is an ode to that visit.
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Saturday 7th of July – Taking off
Exams done, things packed and with a
few Italian sentences in our head, we were
ready to take off and leave the Netherlands
behind us. We were expected at 5:45 at
Delft station the Saturday after the exams:
an ambitious plan. It thus came to no
surprise when there were less than 30 of us
present that early in the morning. Luckily,
taking a train later and sending the rest by
car got everyone at Schiphol, just in time
to catch the flight and we were able to take
off to sunny Italy!
Having taken some well-deserved naps
during the flight and even catching an
early bus to the centre of Milan, we
arrived at lunch-time in our hostel
and stowed our bags there. A relaxing
ciabatta lunch in the park nearby and
playing table-tennis with a friendly old
local got us easily acquainted with the
Italian culture. Once we were well-fed, it
was time for a walking tour through the
city, which started off with an endurance
test in front of il Duomo, in the scorching
sun.
Once we were inside, our tour guide led
us through the building, with a golden
statue as a rather remarkable highlight.
The tour finished with a marching band
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stand-off in the courtyard of Castella
Sforzesco and we were left with an hour
to relax in the park nearby, before having
dinner in the hip bar Deseo.
Well-fed and having enjoyed a cocktail
each, we slowly returned to the hostel for
our first night’s rest in the beautiful city of
Milan.

Sunday 8th of July - Lago di Como
After an exciting night in Milan we went
to one of Italy’s most gorgeous lakes: Lake
Como. Somewhat tired, we managed to
get up early and catch the train to the
city of Como. There we took some time
to admire the city’s beauty and to enjoy
Italy’s renowned coffee on an exquisite
piazza. Shortly before noon we gathered
to embark on a ferry enabling us to
spectate the stunning scenery. With a
gentle pace we cruised towards Bellagio,
a town situated upon the cape of the
land that divides Lake Como in two. On
deck we relished the sun and indulged
ourselves with some fine Italian wine. It
was wonderful.

Having spent slightly more than an hour
on the water we arrived on the shores
of Bellagio. Part of the group went on
exploring its narrow streets and the cape,
whilst the rest took a dip in the lake. Some
of us savoured handmade ice cream in
an attempt to cool down - after all it was
thirty degrees. In the late afternoon we
took a final trip on the ferry to Varenna.
Somewhere uphill in Varenna we sat down
for wine tasting at a small place offering
hundreds of local types of wine. Again we
were in lovely narrow streets, appreciating
the true Italian feeling. As a kind gesture
they offered us a few delicious dainties
along with the wine. Before we travelled
back to Milan we had dinner at the
waterside whilst the sun was setting.
We left with a sense of contentment and a
desire to explore the rest of this fascinating
country.
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Monday morning 9th of July - Andiamo!
After a wonderful weekend of exploring factory hall where the tires where actually
the Italian culture - it was time for the real manufactured. Making a tire manually can
Study Tour to begin.
easily take a full week, but these machines
where able to do it within a day. We set
The morning was designated for a visit to eyes on the six phases of their fabrication:
the multinational Pirelli, an automotive mixing, compound, component, building,
company also known from Formula 1. At curing and finishing. The robotic arm was
arrival it was immediately clear that we exceptionally impressive.
were visiting a modern and sophisticated Stroopwafels were donated as a gift,
enterprise. The group split into two for a and we were off to the next destination
tripartite tour.
on the itinerary.
In the visitors centre - which was beautiful
and impressive - we learned that Pirelli is
not just a successful multinational, but
also a part of the Italian culture.
We got to take a look into the commercial
history of Pirelli, which was comparable
to a retro art gallery.
From this slightly-too-stylized-andflashy-for-a-physicist environment of
a visitors centre, we were taken to a
surrounding more familiar: the tire test
hall. Here we got to see several test devices,
one of which was in an anechoic chamber
(homage!). Here they test the noise their
silent tires make. For us it was nice to see
that something that functions more as a
tourist attraction in our building, really
does have a practical use somewhere. The
last part contained a tour through the
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Monday afternoon 9th of July - Busy business
That afternoon we visited Reply. Reply
is an international company focusing
on consulting, system integration and
digital services. It consists of a network
of companies each with their own
specialisation. We were the first visitors
to be invited to their brand new office
space, which was so new that even the
coffee machines were not yet unpacked.

Located in the top of the office tower
is their Security Operations Center
(SOC). In this SOC they manage and
monitor known and possible threats
to their clients around the clock. They
also do security assessments where they
attempt to ‘hack’ their clients to identify
vulnerabilities. For their cooperation
with Cisco they earned the Cisco
Security award for their efforts.
Data Reply is the branch of Reply that All in all, Reply looks like a company
specialises in data science. We listened with a variety of fields in IT and lots of
to an interesting talk by one of their opportunities for young people.
employees about his project in image
recognition. He was involved in a Before heading off to Florence we all got
capstone project where he made a self- the chance to have our own last authentic
learning program to recognize The Milano meal. Pizza’s and Policemen
North Face products in videos.
would be an accurate description of the
scenery. Luckily the policemen did not
In their game design department called join us in the train ride to Florence…
Forge Reply, they have made several which escalated into a good borrel.
games from scratch. Their next game
that will come out is Theseus. We got to
see some live action on artwork design
and the gamification of Forge. After
that we went to have a look at their VR
projects. We experienced first-hand how
it can be helpful to use VR to get to know
complex 3D objects, such as a harvesting
machine, from the inside out.
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Florence / Pisa
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Tuesday 10th of July - Passion
After a good night of sleep we had to wake
up early to take the public transport to
Tesifer. Tesifer is a company specialized in
railroad design and project management.
After the welcoming presentation, a series
of captivating presentations were given
on a variety of control systems, such as
automatic braking, railway switch controls
and passenger information systems. That
the field in which Tesifer operates is highly
complex quickly became clear, since the
presentations would have taken many
hours longer if all the abbreviations (71 in
total) would have had to be spoken in full.
As if we were not enough entertained we
were shown a state-of-the-art 3D imaging
technique which generated a very precise
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point cloud image that could be used
to plan out changes to existing railway
infrastructure. The employees were very
friendly and during the breaks they even
offered coffee, snacks and lunch. Most
of us were impressed with the many
techniques, systems and processes behind
the railroads. After thanking the people of
Tesifer we took the train back to Florence
in awe of all the systems that were used
to transport us safely and efficiently. This
afternoon free of activities was a delight
for everyone because we could fully enjoy
all that Florence had to offer, from cultural
highlights like the Uffizi gallery to the
lovely ice-cream shops, which were more
than welcome in the Mediterranean heat.
The evening had more excitement for us
in store, as some of us watched Belgium
take on France in the World Cup at a local
marketplace. Though our neighbours
did not manage to defeat the would-be
world champions, we found solace in the
bustling nightlife of Florence.

Wednesday 11th of July - Tourists...
All slightly tired from the karaoke night
before, but nonetheless excited for the day,
we parted for a museum visit. Obviously, we
could not skip the Galileo museum when
in Florence as a physicist. We all had heard
of the classic inventions but had never
really seen how complex but also simplistic
all of the creations were. We felt like kids
who had arrived in a candy shop and were
allowed to taste all the sweets! After a quick
sandwich lunch or for a few who were
determined to eat once again at delicious
‘Osteria Santo Spirito’, we took off to Virgo
nearby Pisa! Here Bas Swinkels, a Nikhef
physicist, gave us an informative tour and
presentation about the gravitational wave
detector existing since 2003. It detects
ripples in the fabric of space-time, giving
totally new astrophysical information.
The detector is 3 km long and uses Fabry-

Pérot cavities to contain the laser beam.
The gravitational wave is being weakened
inversely proportionally to the distance
travelled, thus if the sensitivity is high
you could look incredibly far into the
universe. Even rotating black holes with
a velocity of 0.5c have been measured.
Or even more astonishing, the existence
of black holes that radiate gravitational
waves containing energy of three solar
masses. Together with Ligo, there are now
3 such detectors in existence. Virgo is still
hoping to do measurements leading to
unexpected discoveries in the future! All
of the students were in awe hearing this.
Visiting the actual detector and the endless
arms left us all reminiscing it afterwards
on our way to Pisa. We had a lovely dinner
with the whole group. We could not resist
taking ridiculous pictures and making fun
of tourists in front of the ‘Torre di Pisa’.
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Thursday 12th of July - Out of this world
The morning of July the 12th was an
early one. To arrive at ESA ESRIN in
Rome on time we had to get up at 5:30.
This train ride wasn’t as lively as the
previous… no one seemed alive at all.
But at arrival ESRIN had everything we
could wish for: water, toilets and airconditioning.
After getting all fresh and fruity again,
we were happy to look around and pay
attention to their presentations. The first
was an introduction about ESRIN, also
known as the European Space Agency
Centre for Earth Observation, where they
conduct research by observing the earth
from space. The second presentation
was about the VEGA Launcher. It is a
rocket they use to get relatively small
satellites in an orbit around the earth.
The third and last presentation gave
us more insight into meteorites, and
how ESRIN contributes to protecting
us from them. We were offered 3D
glasses so we could enjoy their
three dimensional animations
during the presentation. Very
cool. After the presentations
they gave us a little tour
through some of their buildings.
Among other things we saw one
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of the VEGA Launcher control rooms
and their data storage. We got to enjoy
their brand new “Φ-Experience”. The
interactive maps of the earth and other
advanced data presentation caught all
our attention. I’m not afraid to speak for
everyone when I say that this was one
of the coolest experiences we had this
study tour.
In the afternoon we were given a tour
around the iconic hotspots of Rome.
Indispensable in this is the world famous
Colosseum, one of the best preserved
and the largest amphitheatres ever built.
During the Roman empire
tens of thousands of
spectators
watched
gladiator fights.

Not only was the building architecturally
magnificent, but the systems inside were
technically innovative as well.
In the arena, a complex system of tunnels
and doors allowed for a dynamic game.

horse racing. It could accommodate
over 150,000 spectators. Although the
building has not been preserved, the
racing track itself still exists as a park.
After being shown a typical Roman
aqueduct for water delivery, we as
physicists couldn’t ignore the clever
architectural technique used in all
constructions: arches. Realising that
engineers two millenia ago already
developed both an elegant and efficient
way of force distribution, makes
you wonder what great innovations
nowadays are to come.

Right next to it was the Forum
Romanum. As a central square it once
served as a marketplace and housed
several important Roman temples and
government buildings around it. For
the ancient Romans worshipping their
different gods was an important part of
society. Different aspects of life, such
as childbirth, health and wisdom, were
attributed to those gods. Therefore great At least that is what some of us
temples were built. The next stop was experienced. Others got to drink
Circus Maximus, a stadium used for lots of coffee and alcohol in obscure
neighbourhoods, listening to their
slightly controversial tour guide talking
about his grandiose life.
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Friday 13th of July - Students!
The last planned activity of the study
tour (apart from the flight home) was a
visit to the university in Rome: Sapienza.
We started the hot day with a short walk
to the university. Once we arrived the
professor there gave a brief presentation
about the first experiments of the faculty
and the ongoing research.
Up next was the museum of the faculty in
which multiple old measuring setups were
exhibited. Tools with which in the old
days physical phenomena were measured.
With a request from the headmaster of
the faculty to set up an exchange in the
future we left the university to eat ice
cream together in the best ice cream
shop in Rome. Afterwards everyone
had a free afternoon. (Except for the
two people who had to do their retake
exam of Algebra 1.)
At the end of the day we gathered at Via
Ferruccio for the last supper of the study
tour. The amount of food was gigantic
but it was delicious! Almost nobody
was able to finish their plate after the
many appetizers. While this was our last
non-traveling moment together in Italy,
the participants thought it was a good
moment to thank the committee for
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organising the study tour. The students
gave them the flag of Italy with all their
names on it, alongside a small picture
of the pope. The professors were also
glad with how the trip went and gave
the committee real Italian pasta and
cantuccini.
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Zzz...
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